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Release highlights 

Viewing and undoing prospect merges  

If you have merge permissions, you can now view a data table with the history of a prospect’s merges. If you need 

to, you can also undo merges.  Your ClearView administrator enables this tool by adding the new Merge History 

Go To Menu option to the Prospect Go To Menu under Administration > Go To Menu Settings. 

 

 

 

 

Various and sundry Event improvements  

Now that Events is part of ClearView, we continue to make improvements large and small to it. In this release, 

you’ll find a number of time savers and ways to display data just the way you want. 

 



 

1. You can filter Event Attachment Locations in the Event Attachments data table. 

 
 

2. If you create a new Event Registration, the Appeal code from the Event will default as the Appeal code in the 

new Registration. 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

3. When you select an Event Category, the list of Event Preference codes automatically filters by that category. 

 

 

4. More choices in the Registrations data table let you filter by Event Description/Code, Event Start/End, and Fund 

Description/Code. 

 

 
 

 

 



 

5. A new field in Elements and Expenses lets you see the Total Cost of each expense related to your Event.   

 

 

 

Full list of completed work 

New features 

Reference no. Description 

CV-6797 After their ClearView administrator configures an Application Setting to allow it, users can 

now filter to show soft or hard credits only in the Gifts and Payments full-page data tables.   

CV-6848 Users can press “?” to display a popup menu listing the applicable keyboard shortcuts for 

their current page. 

CV-6868 Users can now filter Event Attachment Locations in the Event Attachments data table. 

CV-6880 Users who have merge permissions can now view a data table with the history of a 

prospect’s merges and can also undo merges in ClearView. Administrators can enable this 

ability by adding the new Merge History Go To Menu option to the Prospect Go To Menu 

under Administration > Go To Menu Settings. 

Improved features 

Reference no. Description 

CV-6771 ClearView administrators who have the Table Maintenance Security permission can now 

configure the Usernumber field format in applicable VAEs with the same formats available 

in Operational Tools. 

CV-6836 When users create a new Event Registration, the Appeal code from the Event will default 

as the Appeal code in the new Registration. 

CV-6839 When users select an Event Category, the list of Event Preference codes now automatically 

filter by that category. 

CV-6853 More filtering options are available with the Registrations data table. Users can now also 

filter by Event Description/Code, Date Range, and Fund Description/Code. 

CV-6889  Removed fields from a VAE configuration now appear in alphabetical order in the Available 

Fields list. 

CV-6902  ClearView administrators can now hide the Recent Mail list in Batch. 

CV-6909 Users can add a field in Events Elements and Expenses that calculates (by multiplying the 
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Unit Cost x Quantity) the Total Cost of each expense related to the Event.  

CV-6934 Campaigns associated with an Appeal now also display in any related Opportunities. 

CV-6959 In Table Maintenance, the Account# field is now available for users to add such information 

when they add or edit Gift Types. 

Fixes 

Reference no. Description 

CV-6863 Users can no longer edit the GIFT.BALANCE field in VAEs. 

CV-6912 In Action records, the Registration and Planned Gift fields are now lookup fields instead of 

numeric text fields. 

CV-6914 Solicitor Goals was removed as a VAE option and added to the Solicitors VAE as an 

uneditable table. 

CV-6944 We fixed a bug in the Receipts Utility that affected one client. 

CV-6945 Text in the Segmentation Utility has been improved. 

CV-6948 On the Tags screen, using the Filter More button to prompt the Category Lookup screen 

no longer causes an error. 

CV-6965 Removing the Event Preferences or Event Locations field from an Event VAE now correctly 

removes those fields from the applicable Event variant Event record. 

CV-6966 If a ClearView administrator makes a tenant report Unavailable in the Report List 

Administration tool, it no longer appears in the Report Library list of reports available to 

users. 

CV-6967 If users click the Back button in the VAE builder launched from any Detail record, they 

now correctly return to that Detail record. 

 

Setup notes for installed clients 

ClearView’s system default Jaspersoft version is now 6.2. JasperServer 5.6.1 will continue to work with Clearview, 

however you may need to update your organization's compatibility setting so that the application works correctly. 

Contact your account manager if you’re interested in upgrading to Jasper 6.2.1. 

Installed clients can contact Client Services with any inquiries regarding upgrading ClearView and JasperReports: 

support@softrek.com. 

Core donor database version 

ClearView 2.7.8 requires a minimum PledgeMaker schema version of 4.7.3.3. Additionally, ClearView 2.0+ requires 

Oracle Database version 11g.  ClearView 2.7.8 requires Java 7 (JDK 1.7) to be installed on the server on which it 

runs. 

Workstation requirements and supported browsers 

To obtain the best performance results with ClearView CRM, workstations should have the following 

specifications (at minimum): 

 Intel Core 2 Duo or equivalent 

 2GB of RAM 

 1280x1024 desktop resolution 

 Broadband Internet connection (business-level DSL, cable, fiber-optic, etc.)  

Having several applications running concurrently in an operating system can negatively affect any software 

application's performance. Using ClearView CRM on a modern, high-end workstation will mean better, more 

responsive performance. Using ClearView CRM on an older PC running many applications at the same time will 
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likely result in less-than-optimum performance. Following the above guidelines allows ClearView CRM to offer 

users the best possible experience. 

The following browsers are officially tested and supported for use with ClearView CRM: Internet Explorer 9+, 

Firefox 8+, Chrome 15+. 

Previous versions of Internet Explorer, Firefox and Chrome, as well as the Safari browser, have not been tested 

and are not officially supported. We recommend you use the latest version of any supported browser. 

Client Services contact information 

If you have questions, please contact Client Services: 

support@softrek.com 

800.442.9211 

716.691.2828 (fax) 

 

SofTrek Corporation 

30 Bryant Woods North 

Amherst, N.Y. 14228 

 

 


